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10 Easy Steps to Capturing Accident Data

1. Locating the accident site
2. Inspecting, photographing and documenting the accident 

site
3. Documenting the speed limits and other traffic controls
4. Determining who investigated the site for the civil 

authorities and what type of investigation was conducted
5. Identifying the vehicles
6. Determining the potential for electronic data
7. Inspecting, photographing and documenting the vehicles
8. Obtaining information from drivers and witnesses
9. Evaluating other sources (security cameras, highway 

plans, traffic signal plans, traffic signal timing)
10. Evaluating the accident sequence, speeds and timing 
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1 - Locating the Accident Site

a) GPS (Global Positioning System) – Consumer grade
GPS is now typically good to about 15 feet

b) Google Earth, Virtual Earth, etc.

c) Directions, Landmarks
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2 - Inspecting, Photographing and 
Documenting the Accident site

a) Evaluating Sight Lines, Shoulder Conditions, Traffic 
Patterns

b) Working Through and Photographing the Site Evidence

c) Taking Basic Measurements
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Sight Lines – Shoulder  Conditions

a) Look for foliage/overgrowth in the sight triangle at intersections –
visibility at intersections should be at least  6 – 8 seconds for typical 
two lane highways that intersect close to perpendicular.  More time 
is required at larger and skewed intersections

b)  In loss of control accidents look for broken or ragged pavement 
edges – shoulder dropoffs larger than 2 inches (approximately shoe 
toe depth) can be a problem if encountered at highway speeds

c) High shoulders are a problem in rain – they prevent the water from 
draining away
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Photographing the Site

a) Photograph from all directions
-At various points along the path of travel in one direction 
- Turn around and reverse directions and repeat the sequence
-stand to the side and photograph walking along the length
- photograph along the length from the opposite side

b) Raise the camera enough to get the subject in the foreground and the 
horizon/buildings/trees/signs etc. in the background

c) Begin photograph sequence well before the beginning of the 
evidence, continue past all of the evidence

d) Try to get the background and something for relative size in as many 
photos as possible
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Common Errors/Problems

a) Photographing from one spot  or in one direction only – a zoom lens is 
not a substitute for walking

b) Pointing the camera down with nothing in the image to provide
location or relative size 

c) Concentrating on the collision and aftermath with little or no emphasis 
on the beginning

d) Not saving/maintaining the Images in original full-size digital format
The EXIF data contains valuable information – do not lose it
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Documenting the Site

a) GPS coordinates – a photo of your GPS works fine

b) Look for geometry problems – dropoffs, poor shoulder, 
restricted sight lines, missing signs, position/angle of the 
sun and background lighting

c) Document the accident evidence with photographs –
consider high definition video and a drive through for busy 
areas
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Measuring the Site

a) Good photographs can be used to provide measurements long after 
the physical marks are gone

b) Look for satellite and aerial images of the site and reference points 
that show well in the images.  A good satellite photograph and a few 
reference measurements can be as good or better than a survey

c) It is better to take a few well chosen measurements than a lot of 
poorly chosen ones.

d) Think of the accident in phases. Pre-collision, collision and post 
collision.  Take the measurements that will establish each phase and 
reference them to the site not to other evidence. 
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3 - Documenting the Speed Limit and 
Other Traffic Controls

a) Verify the posted speed limit in all relevant directions
If the speed limit is posted with a yellow 
warning/advisory” sign - also establish the speed limit on 
the regulatory “white” sign

b) Look at traffic signal sequencing, flow patterns,

c) Consider video of the traffic signal sequencing or unusual 
flow patterns
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Traffic Controls

a) Verify the posted speed limit in all relevant directions

b) Verify other relevant signs and pavement markings

b) Look at traffic signal sequencing, flow patterns, 

c) If necessary, use an FOI request to obtain the “traffic 
signal plan” and the “traffic signal timing”.  Depending on 
the situation, these may two documents or combined into 
the one.  Make sure to request the plans in effect at the 
time of the accident.
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4 - Determining Who Investigated the Site for the 
Civil Authorities

And What Type of Investigation was Conducted
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Investigating agencies

a) City police – larger cities typically have a specialty team for fatal, high 
profile, or other serious accidents

b) County sheriffs department – some counties have a specialty team for 
fatal, high profile, or other serious accidents

c) SC Highway Patrol 

d) SC Highway Patrol MAIT (multi-disciplinary accident investigation 
team)

e) SC Transport Police – typically called in for vehicle/driver inspection of 
a commercial motor vehicle involved in an accident
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Investigating Agency

a) The primary agency is listed on the documents (FR10, TR10, Incident Report, 
etc – Secondary agencies if involved are not typically listed

b) Any agency can request assistance from MAIT not just SCHP

c) There are no universal guidelines for MAIT or specialty team callout.
Whatever guidelines exist change frequently.  Fatalities are not an 
automatic callout.

d)  All agencies use orange/red paint to mark sites.   Specialty teams will 
typically drive “surveying type markers” in the shoulder or pavement for total 
station measurement setups.   These are sometimes used with rolling wheel 
or tape measure measurements.

e)  Just because MAIT or a specialty team was called out does not mean that the 
accident was photographed or measured by them.  They may be called out 
for a limited assignment e.g. a headlight examination. 
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5 - Identifying the Vehicles

a) Type/Modifications

b) VIN breakdown

c) Trailers
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Types  - Modifications

a) VIN breakdown – Modern VIN numbers have 17 digits.
The VIN identifies vehicle manufacturer, type, engine,
body type, drive line, GVWR category, etc.   The VIN must be right.   The 
best way to check this is to use software to break it down.

b) Type/Modifications - Specific types and modifications will not show up on the 
VIN breakdown.   They are also not listed on the accident report.   
Examples: long bed vs. short bed pickup, conversions vans, lift kits etc.

c) Trailers – There is no block on the accident report for trailer make, 
type or VIN.   The trailer VIN will show up on a transport police report.

d)  The VIN is especially crucial in CMV accidents because it identifies the 
engine manufacturer.
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6 – Determining the Potential for Electronic Data

a) ACM – Airbag Control Module

b) PCM – Powertrain Control Module

c) ECM – Engine Control Module
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ACCELERATIONS, DECELERATION AND DELTA V

Accelerations occur whenever an object changes speed or direction.  You may have 
positive or negative accelerations.

Deceleration occurs when the velocity and the acceleration have opposite signs.
Although, it is frequently used in conversation, deceleration is a term that most likely
will be absent from technical literature. 

“Delta V” is shorthand notation for “change in velocity”, a change in speed and or 
direction.

However, as used in reconstruction “delta V” may refer to an acceleration as in a 
“change in velocity” in a “short period of time”(a collision time frame).   A 
typical collision, head-on, rear-end, t-bone, etc. occurs in approximately 100 
milliseconds (0.1 seconds).    Therefore, a “delta V” of  40 mph in 100 milliseconds 
represents an average acceleration of 400 mph/sec, a quite severe event. 

•
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ACM, PCM, ROS
§ Acura Lancia
§ General Motors Fiat
§ Ford Isuzu
§ Chrysler Infinity
§ Honda Saab
§ Toyota Scion
§ Mitsubishi Suzuki
§ Nissan Sterling
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Airbag Control and Powertrain Control modules
(Automobiles/Pickups/Vans/SUVs)

To determine current coverage visit :

http://www.cdr-system.com/resources/coverage.html

http://wpoplin.com/crash_data_retrieval.htm

http://www.cdr-system.com/resources/coverage.html
http://wpoplin.com/crash_data_retrieval.htm
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Engine Control Modules

u Cummins International
u Detroit Diesel Volvo
u Caterpillar Paccar
u Mack Mercedes
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Engine Control Modules
Lots of software/hardware

Every manufacturer uses their own proprietary software.

In cab connections are standardized ( 6pin or 9 pin) but 
may require separate hardware to access

Direct to ECM connections require separate cables and 
other hardware
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Engine Control Modules
Engine mounted modules are easily found by 

identifying a rectangular box with large multi-pin 
electrical connections.

In cab modules may be mounted anywhere and 
are typically behind trim panels.  They can be 
difficult to find and identify.
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Engine Control Modules
(Commercial Motor Vehicles)

To determine coverage visit :

http://wpoplin.com/

http://wpoplin.com/ecm_engine_control_downloads_by_
manufacturer.pdf

http://wpoplin.com/
http://wpoplin.com/ecm_engine_control_downloads_by_
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Event Data Recorders
u Other types of devices may provide information:

Vorad collision avoidance and warning
Wingman
GPS tracking
ABS brake systems
PeopleNet
QualComm
EasyPass
Electronic Logbook
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7 - Inspecting, Photographing and 
Documenting the Vehicles

a) Evaluating Damage Patterns

b) Precautions to Protect Electronic Data

c) Photographing and Measuring the Vehicle
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Protecting Electronic Data

a) Pertinent data will almost certainly be captured if an airbag deployed

b) Pertinent data may be captured even if an airbag did not deploy 

c) On some systems switching the ignition on will overwrite data
- Turning the ignition switch “on” to check the odometer can 
overwrite data

d) On some systems removing the module and bench downloading is 
acceptable.  On others it creates faults

e)  Operating the vehicle may overwrite data - Downloading with faults 
in the system may overwrite data
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Photographing Vehicles

a) Take a photo perpendicular to each side and both ends

b) Photograph the ID plate and instrument cluster

c) Photograph the damaged areas and the non damaged areas

d) Use a ruler or other object for scale
(e.g. yardstick, ruler, notepad, pencil, hand, etc.)

e) For close up photos, frame the shot so that something in the 
background provides location information, alternatively take a 2 or 3 
shot sequence getting progressively closer
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Common Errors/Problems

a) Photographing from one spot  or in one direction only – a zoom lens is 
not a substitute for walking

b) Pointing the camera with nothing in the image to provide location or 
relative size 

c) Concentrating on the damage with little or no emphasis on the
undamaged areas

d) Not saving/maintaining the Images in original full-size digital format
The EXIF data contains valuable information – do not lose it
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Measuring Vehicles and Damage Patterns

a) To measure a vehicle, measure parallel to a side or an 
end as you would if it were undamaged

b) Use the undamaged corner as the starting point

c) Measure to the center of each wheel and to the beginning 
and end of the damage

d) Measure to the other corner on the same side or end
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8 – Obtaining Information From Drivers and Witnesses
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Drivers - Witnesses

a) Typically underestimate distances - Ask for a distance as ___ feet but follow 
up with queries on familiar objects e.g.pickup lengths, tractor trailer lengths, 
white lines etc.

b)  Typically overestimate times – may be better to ask what they did during the 
time frame e.g. saw the pedestrian applied brakes hard and had just gotten 
stopped when the other vehicle struck the pedestrian

c) Have varying ideas on what is a “roll” or a “spin” – may mean 90, 180 or 360 
degrees

d) Tend to fill in gaps with their understanding of physics - If the witness did not 
see the collision develop, they may be confused on approach directions
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Drivers - Witnesses

e) Explanations such as brake failure should be explored further e.g. a) were 
there any prior problems? b) did the pedal go to the floor? c) did they work 
momentarily and then fail? etc.

f)    Collisions are typically very quick approximately 100 ms – witnesses and 
drivers are usually describing the 3-4 seconds prior to and after a collision

g)   Witness descriptions are strongly influenced by their position relative to the 
accident i.e. following driver, bystander pumping gas, fellow pedestrian, etc.   
Regardless of what is described, it is only from one perspective

h)   Consider using a printed satellite image instead of a sketch – cut out similar 
vehicles from a second copy and have the witness tape them in place to 
show positions
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9 – Evaluating Other Sources (Security Cameras, Highway 
Plans, Traffic Signal Plans , Traffic signal Timing Plan)
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Security Cameras

a) SCDOT traffic cams are live but have no stored recordings

b)  Most police have video in the patrol vehicles for after accident 
documentation 

c) Most security cameras are video at a slow frame rate – many service 
stations and commercial establishments have security cameras that 
may show portions of the roadway

d) Most security cameras overwrite the video unless captured soon after 
the accident
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Documents

e) SCDOT highway plans are online and accessible with a paid account

f)  Traffic signal plans and traffic signal timing are available with an FOI 
request

g)  SCHP has three major levels of documentation
- basic investigation
- fatality packet
- MAIT file

MAIT - If it does not come on a disk with original electronic photos, 
and measurement files you probably do not have the full package

h) Transport police documents must be requested separately
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NHTSA

a)  Recalls – product has a problem and has been recalled for repair or 
replacement

b)  Defect Investigations – product is being investigated by NHTSA for a 
potential problem

c) Consumer Complaints  - Individual complaints from consumers 
reported to NHTSA

d) Service Bulletins – updates issued by the manufacturer for service 
departments – may contain items potentially related to an accident

http://www-odi.nhtsa.dot.gov/recalls/
http://www.safercar.gov/

http://www-odi.nhtsa.dot.gov/recalls/
http://www.safercar.gov/
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10 – Evaluating the Accident Sequence, Speeds and Timing

a) Geometry

b) Analysis (Logical Thinking)

c) Analysis (Calculations)
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Geometry
(In most cases)

a) The damage patterns of the vehicles match to each other like pieces 
of a puzzle

b) The markings at the site must match the orientation and movement of 
the vehicles

c) Vehicles do not drive through or jump over each other – they must 
rotate to get past

d) If the primary forces of collision are to the right of the center of gravity, 
the vehicle rotates clockwise, if to the left it rotates counterclockwise.  
If the forces are directed very close to the center of gravity, it will not 
rotate
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Analysis – Logical Thinking

a)  With the exception of speed analysis, most accident analysis does 
not involve complex calculations

b) How did the vehicles approach?

c) How did the vehicles come together?  Where on the roadway?

d) How did they rotate and separate?

e) What is the sequencing or the timing?
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Analysis – Calculations

a)  Many accident evaluation calculations are relatively simple

b) Ex.  To convert MPH to ft/sec multiply by (5280/3600) which is close
to 1.467 but is pretty close to 1.5  - to go the other way, divide by 1.5

c) For most calculations, the deceleration is assumed to be constant – this results in the 
speed changing by the same amount each second

ex.  At maximum braking an automobile slows approximately 15 mph each second –
to stop from 60 mph requires 4 seconds

d) At a constant deceleration a vehicle will travel a distance equal to the time multiplied by 
the average speed

ex.  At maximum braking an automobile slows from 60 mph to 30 mph in 2 
seconds – Its average speed is 45 mph during this time – 45 mph is 67 feet /sec  (45x1.5)  
In 2 seconds it moves 67 x 2 = 134 feet the distance to slow from 60 to 30 mph
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1 G
ACCELERATION

FREEFALL  = ACCELERATION =   1G =   32.2 ft/s =   22 mph/s2

1 sec  -    22 mph

2 sec  -    44 mph

3 sec  -    66 mph

4 sec  -    88 mph
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SKIDDING  = DECELERATION =   0.5 G =   16.1 ft/s =   11 mph/s2

1 sec  -    44 mph

2 sec  -    33 mph

3 sec  -    22 mph

4 sec  -    11 mph

0.5 G
ACCELERATION

Starting at 55 mph

5 sec - STOPPED
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TYPICAL DECELERATIONS/ACCELERATIONS
Typical Stopping Decelerations for Hard Braking/Skidding

G’s MPH/S

Dry Level Pavement 0.70 – 0.80 15 - 18 Automobile/Small Truck

0.45 – 0.60 10 - 13 Large Truck

Wet Pavement 0.40 – 0.60 8 - 13 Automobile/Small Truck

0.40 – 0.50 8 - 11 Large Truck

Soil / Dry Grass 0.40 – 0.50 8 - 11 All Vehicles

Rolling or Overturned 0.40 – 0.50 8 - 11 All Vehicles

Ice / Snow 0.05 – 0.20 1 - 5 All Vehicles
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TYPICAL DECELERATIONS/ACCELERATIONS

Typical Low Speed Accelerations

G’s MPH/S
Automobile/Small Truck 0.10 – 0.40 2 - 9

Large Truck 0.05 – 0.15 1 - 3
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THE END


